NASEO Energy Policy Outlook Conference – Updates for NASEO Affiliates

January 15, 2016 Conference Call

NASEO Affiliates’ Co-chairs:
Barbara Tyran, Director, Washington & State Relations, Electric Power Research Institute
Anna Pavlova, Vice President, Government Relations, Schneider Electric

NASEO Affiliates’ Program Coordinator:
Sandy Fazeli, NASEO Senior Program Director
Theme: “Powering Economies: Energy as the Engine for Smart Growth”

Affiliate involvement
- Diesel Technology Forum (sponsor, exhibitor, speaker, and breakout session co-planner)
- Philips, Cadmus, EPRI, AEE, Nest (invited speakers)

New networking opportunity (for State and Affiliate members only): **Affiliates’ Showcase and Reception on Tuesday, February 9, 5:30pm – 7:00pm**
Affiliates Showcase and Reception

- Tuesday, February 9, 5:30pm – 7:00pm

- Follows “pre-conference” day which is largely restricted to State and Affiliate attendees and invitation-only meetings

- Setup/Approach
  - Opening remarks from Affiliate co-chairs
  - “TED”- and “jolt”-style talks from 4-5 Affiliate members on interesting, dynamic topics (4 minutes each – max!)
  - Bar opens and States/Affiliates are free to roam, network, and visit small demo stations (demos should be able to fit on a high-top cocktail table)
Affiliates Showcase and Reception

Platform for Opening Remarks / TED Talks
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Audio/Visual

Tell me more!

Oooh!

Aaah!

I could use a drink!

Bar
Looking for reactions and input...

- Questions? Comments? Strong feelings (positive or negative)?
- Who would be interested in a “TED”-style talk and what idea do you propose to bring to the table?
- Who would like to showcase ideas or technology?
- Can anyone help sponsor this event?
Contact

NASEO Affiliates’ Co-chairs:

- Barbara Tyran, Director, Washington & State Relations, Electric Power Research Institute; btyran@epri.com

- Anna Pavlova, Vice President, Government Relations, Schneider Electric; anna.pavlova@schneider-electric.com

NASEO Affiliates’ Program Coordinator:

- Sandy Fazeli, NASEO Senior Program Director; sfazeli@naseo.org